MENTOR/SUPERVISOR
EVALUATION OF STUDENT ROTATION

Student __________________________ Mentor/Supervisor _______________________
Rotation in: _______________________ Date ____________________

On the scale of one to seven (seven as the highest), please rate the student's work for this rotation.

__ The student was cooperative with those in authority over him/her in ministry.

__ The student responded positively to feedback from others.

__ The student made adequate preparation for carrying out the ministry tasks for this rotation.

__ The student was dependable and fulfilled ministry tasks.

__ The student communicated well with others.

__ The student integrated theology and practice in the carrying out of ministry.

__ The student's ministry received an affirmative response.

__ The student achieved the knowledge (content) objectives for the rotation. (See the learning covenant part D).

__ The student achieved the ministry skills objectives.

__ The student achieved the personal/spiritual growth objectives.

Comments:

Write a summary evaluation of the rotation on the back of this page or attach a separate sheet.